V. ADDENDUM

Guidelines for the training and promotion of Ringmasters

The initial body to contact, for anyone who wishes to become an approved Ringmaster for ECAHO affiliated Arab horse shows, is the National ECAHO Member organization (Arab Horse Society) of his country.

I. Procedure to qualify for the list of ECAHO recommended Ringmasters

The national Arab Horse breeders association will be responsible for the selection of applicants. The following steps must be taken before the final application with the EAHSC can be made.

1. To apply officially to his National Association (ECAHO Member).
2. To have practical experience with horses.
3. To have officiated as Ringmaster at minimum of 5 ECAHO shows.
4. To have extensive knowledge of the Blue Book rules.

Once these conditions have been fulfilled, the National organization shall send the request to the EAHSC.

The EAHSC will decide, by majority vote, to accept the applicant for list of ECAHO recommended Ringmasters or not, regardless of the fulfilment of the above pre-conditions.

An ECAHO recommended Ringmaster may act at any level of ECAHO shows and will have an individual presentation on the ECAHO web page with his /her contact details and stating his/her experience and qualifications (updated every year). ECAHO recommended Ringmasters are particularly encouraged to officiate abroad and pick up experience. Speaking English is mandatory.